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Contents of Appendix I 
The PREDICT study was a six-month study; OPTIONS was a three-month study. During the course of the 
studies, subjects received educational materials on a periodic basis. Due to its shorter duration, OPTIONS 
study participants did not receive all of the educational materials. 

The educational materials are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Pravacare Program Newsletter, Volume 1 (cover article “See Your Doctor Before You Start”). This 
newsletter was used in both the PREDICT and OPTIONS studies. . 

Pravacare Program Newsletter, Volume 2 (cover article “Time To Schedule Your Follow-Up Visit”). 
This newsletter was used in both the PREDICT and OPTIONS studies. 

Pravacare Program Newsletter, Volume 3 (cover article “Maintaining Your Diet”). This newsletter 
was used only in the PREDICT study. 

Pravacare Program Newsletter, Volume 4 (cover article “Keeping Motivated: Making Healthy 
Lifestyle Changes That Stick”). This newsletter was used only in the PREDICT study. 

PREDICT Study Materials; Postcards Volume 1. These postcards were used in both the PREDICT 
and OPTIONS studies. 

PREDICT Study Materials; Postcards Volume 2. These postcards were used only in the PREDICT 
study. 



I NSIDE THIS ISSUE 

The place to start managing . . .~, 76’1 , 
your cholesterol is at your 
doctor’s office. This is the best 
place to find out your cholesterol ‘d 

numbers, including your Total 
Cholesterol and your LDL (“bad”) *‘t, 
cholesterol. While you’re there, *’ ?-; 

ask your doctor about other risk 
factors for heart disease. Making 
changes in your cholesterol and 
other risk factors is the best way to 
help prevent heart disease. 

If you’re over the age of 20, 
chances are you need to begin 
to manage your cholesterol level 
now. That’s because almost 6 out 
of every 10 adults in the U.S. have 

(continued on next pa& 



(continuedfrom cover) 

a cholesterol level that is higher than desirable (total 
cholesterol over 200 mg/dL). Some people will need 

,d 

prescription care to manage their cholesterol. These : 

people include diabetics, people who already have 
heart disease, people with more than one of these 

.,. ^. ^>I -., ‘-ii.> ,;. I .:‘j*;...s~ j,, *+; : 
Beginning a new way of eating to 

1.. 0 .I : :, I : 

risk factors (such as smoking, high blood pressure, 
lower your risk of a he& attack? 

month or two-to hit your stride. , .“\ 

or having a close relative who had a heart attack Let your palate adjust; collect low- 

before age 60) and people whose total cholesterol Some people think that a low- cholesterol and low-fat recipes that 

is over 240 mg/dL. cholesterol, low-fat eating @n meti suit your taste; compare restaurants; 

But people with a total cholesterol that is between giving up everything they like: In experiment. Low-cholesterol, low-fat 
200 - 240 mg/dL can often manage their own cholesterol 
without a pscription. If you’re in this group and the 

, reality, you’re simply substituting 
..:.._ ,_ , ,:, I: _ eating should be f&n! Atid it becomes .“. .-.:; j,-r,.., .,.‘_-. c- 

LDL portion of your total cholesterol is above 130 
mg/dL, Pravachol 10 can help. 

When cholesterol is above desirable levels, the best 
first step toward lowering it is to follow a program of 
a low-fat diet and exercise. But if you’ve tried diet and 
exercise and are still above a desirable cholesterol level, 
you’re not alone. IVs not your fault, you are probably 

., , other deli&us foods that provide l&s .( ~2. P; .“.&r;;;. ^ , /. 
fat and more vitamins, minerals and 

tiore comfortable w~th practice. ._ 
(Remember: Consult your doctor or 

fiber. This is a lifetime approach to a registekd dietitian if you have 
eating, so there’s no need to switch ail questions about your nutrition plan, 
at once. Take a few weeks-even a or before changing your diet.) 

Dining out: e&v does it. 
just one of the people whose body makes too much 

, 

cholesterol to begin with. Adding Pravachol 10 to 
Nothing can sabotage a healthy nutrition plan faster than dining out at a restau- 

your diet can improve yout entire cholesterol profile rant. But eating out doesn’t have to mean giving up your habit of healthy eating. It 

and can get your cholesterol back to a desirable level. just means you need to be a little careful. Here are a few good tips. 

Start with the kght kind of restaurant. 
It’s tougher to eat healthy at a restaurant that 

features fried food than at one that features seafood. 

So before you go, pick a restaurant with the least 

temptation-and the most healthy choices on the menu. 

01 JT. E ATTNC HIT A T -THY Food doesn’t suddenly 

’ A baked potato smothered in sour cream at a restaurant has just as much fat and 

Getting your cholesterol to a desirable level is only 
one important part of an overall approach to lowering 
your risk for developing heart disease. There are other 
things you can do to lower your risk of heart disease. 
These include: stopping smoking. con&oiling high blood 
pressure or diabetes (if you have these conditions) 

cholesterol as it does at home. So when you eat out, stick with the foods that make 

for healthy eating: fish, poultry, fruits, vegetables, and grains. If the chef 

can’t turn these into great dishes, you’re eating at the wrong restaurant. 

and increasing your level of activity or exercise. 

Read the menu carefully. 
Watch for the fine print. Is the chicken fried? Are the carrots 

swimming in butter sauce? To be healthy, food has to be 

prepared healthily. Read carefully. 

Don’t feel you’re at the m&cy of the menu. 
If you don’t want the salmon with hollandaise sauce, just tell the waiter you’d 

rather have it with lemon juice. Most restaurants will be happy to alter dishes, and 

may even prepare new ones at your suggestion. 
cs’ 

Remember, most chefs are not nutritionists. - \, 

Lowering your risk of heart disease is the best 
investment you can make in your health. That’s 
because more people - men and women - die each 
year from heart disease than from any other cause. 
That includes cancer, AIDS, accidents and lung disease, 

Even at the best restaurants, it’s still “caveat diner”(diner -i @ ( 

beware).To‘be sure you& eating healthy, be careful, knowl- 
edgeable, and assertive. And because good restaurants tend / 
to be overly generous with their servings, you need to know 

when enough is enough. Portion control is up to you. 

-- -.. ___-.. ______.___------ 
Dr. Vnn Horn is Professor ofl+eventive Medicine, 

Northwestern Uniz~evsify Medical Schoof 



TAKING PRAVACHOL 10 
FOR BEST &ESULTS 

Take Pravachol 10 on a regular basis. 

To get the best effects 

from Pravachol 10, it 

is very important to 

take your dose each 

day. Do not take more 

or less of it during c 

any one day. If you should forget a day‘s 

dose until the next day, skip it; do not 

try to catch up with the dose you missed 

a day before. 

Take Pravachol 10 at bedtime. 

Because your body 

makes most of its 

cholesterol at 

night, the best 

time to take 

Pravachol 10 is 

at bed time. But 

any time of day 

is alright, just pick a time that is easy for 

you to remember and stick to it. 

While you are taking Pravachol 10 

it is important to continue to do all of 

Don’t think of exercise as a cho&- 
. -, 

Here’ & && tf&$$ti &&~o hoti 60 get 

but as Something yoti-$n@. in better shape. ’ 
.* .: ,.‘^ i “- 

i 
” -. ,,:p’,,~*:;~;~~~~~-sl--^ ‘=;,i...v”4v~.>,~ “* ,‘“\. i >/ .,; (I ., ..: _I ., : 2: g.:,,, ;‘p& your, pi farther, away... , 

Did iou know that exercrsrng regularly can I, 
help control body weiglit,‘condition your heart -. and walk. . 

and reduce stress? So why not see your doctor Walking is one of the best exercises-it can 

and start an exercise program right away! be aerobic without putting too much strain 
-L x,z..:-1 LL.4 -.e,. 

The secret is to pick an activity you on the joints. Fc 

enjoy-for example, walking; jogging, 
aerobic &&&iem~ &T&g ii ‘I’: I ;,,. :,::,,,$ we muns . c ml ;b’<;~&,f$ ;;-, I 

part of your normal routine. Your minimal, l Use the stairs instead 
goal is to engage in an aerobic activity-the 

_ 
of the elevator. 

weight, exercising regularly, 

stopping smoking, and taking your 

Pravachol 10 daily. 

Continue to take Pravachol IO 

even after your cholesterol level goes 

down. In general, any treatment of choles- 
terol must be continued in order to keep 

+ Pravachol 10, 

kind that gets your heart pumping but not 

racing-at least three times a we,ek, for a 

minimum of 20 minutes each time. You may ,. . ,,‘. ,_,~. ~,,” ,-ii j ~ .: 
also want to tone vour muscles an3 improve 

It’s easy to incorporate into your routine. If 

J. yoti work on the 27th floor, use the stairs to .w.. ,I .,I _., _, .,;.. 
the third or fourth floor, then take the eleva- 

’ “tortherest of the way -’ “” 

your flexibility 
l Buy a jump rope. 

These are two of the common excuses 

I hear as a physician as to why people don’t 

exercise. One is, “I’m too busy.” My answer 

to that is it’s a matter of priorities: if you 

have time to watch television, you certainly 

have time to exercise. The second is, 

“Doesn’t it have to hurt before it can help?” 

Don’t believe the old expression,“no pain, no 

It’s simple, it’s cheap and you can use it 

anywhere. No special equipment is needed. 

l Do stretching exercises 
while watching TV. 

You can get a book on stretching from your 

library, rent a video or join a class. Any of 

these will help you learn the basics: Stretch 

gain.” Because it simply isn’t true. In fact, a 

moderate, easy-to-follow exercise program 

may offer more health benefits,than a rigor- 

ous one. As in diet and other areas of health 

management, moderation is the.key. Unduly 

stressing yourself is of F+$evalue and may 
_ _; _,_.. -i ;.z 

with a slow, continuous motion--do not 

bounce or stretch abruptly, and don’t overdo 

it. Best results are achieved after the muscles 

are warmed up. Remember, stretching is not 

an aerobic exercise, ,. .I ~-,*y.+~* :.., 
.1 you for an aerobic::;; 

your cholesterol level will go back up. 
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SEE HOW 
MUCH FAT YOU’RE 

GETTING FROM 
YOUR FAVORITE FOODS 

Each issue will include a recipe that’s been 
changed slightly to make it lower in fat. 

For example, this recipe substitutes non-fat 

plain yogurt for oil. 



INSIDE THIS .!:S.SuE ., ,, “, . . . : L- 

I 

How will you know if Pravachol 10 is 
lowering your cholesterol? After taking 
Pravachol.10 for,about,eight weeks, 
just visit your doctor.&% a&&for a 
cholesterol profile t&t. T&ev can tell 
you whethe;, you’ve -rc$$ed a healthy i- ..,:,; e.::“$ ,‘P ., 
level. If you have, keep t&~Pravachol 10 .,. 
daily, T!&will help maintain your new, 
lower choles~~~~~~j~~~~,:y you have not 
reached a healthy level yet, ask your 
health care provider about prescription 
treatments. Either way, be sure to 

continue by having your cholesterol 
nnw 



TAKING CONTROL OF 
RISK FACTORS 

Cigarette smoking 
Smokers have more than twice 
the risk of heart attacks than 

nonsmokers. It’s important 

for you to stop before the 
signs of heart disease 
appear. By quitting, you 

can reduce your risk to 
that of a nonsmoker. So 

don’t put it off-put it out 
instead! You just need to 

find what will work best for 
you.Your doctor can help. 

High blood pressure 
High blood pressure often results from con- 
striction of your arteries, which makes your 

,-r heart work harder to pump 

blood throughout your 
body The resistance 

caused by narrow arteries 
can cause your heart to 

enlarge and weaken over 

time. In general, blood 
pressure increases with 

age. Eating a low-fat diet, 
exercising and taking medication if your doctor 

determines you need it can help keep blood 
pressure within healthy limits. 

Elevated cholesterol levels 
This is one that you’re already 
taking control of! Your risk of 
heart attack is correlated to 

your cholesterol levels, along 

with other risk factors you 
may have. By actively followin 

a heart-healthy lifestyle- 
which includes the proper 
diet, exercise and 
medication such as 

Pravachol-you 
can help reduce your risk of a heart attack. 

Don’t worry You don’t have to make these 

changes overnight. But, the more you 
understand your risk factors, the more you’ll 

see why it’s so important to follow your doctor’s 
treatment plan. If you have any questions at 

all about the plan, be sure to talk it over with 
your doctor. 

..,_^ . . . . . . . _ “-*~; :..-. ._... i. -. ,I- - .-. . . ..-. ~ -. . -.. _. -_ ..; 

. ._.j, . . j v 

’ ,“; 
_ * . . . -.- .. :, ‘ .,- _. 

h. 
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oooooooooooooooooooooopooo,oo . .._ “_ 
” mum ~go;ooo PATTENT-M;IARS 

If you counted all the patients in 
medical studies who have used , 

medication of its kind. And I 
more patients are being studied 1 
every day. 

It’s comforting to know that 
there is a large amount of data 
that shows you can safely take . . . 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOdOO0‘0 

low-dose Pravachol 10 to lower 
and control your cholesterol 
over long periods of time. 

” )_ 

That’s 
itipoyr;& 

_:.. “‘L~‘.,~~~~.::,~~,ir ,~ .“‘..‘. r--w” * ! because ,. **A;* t..+.,:> s: ,; 
treatment to lower cholesterol 

I must be continued to keep it 
:2 

L.: 

under control. It’s 1:&e putting 
on a sunscreen before a day at 
the beach. The sunscreen doesn’t 

, ucure” sunburn, but it can 
prevent it as long as you 
remember to use it each day 
and limit your’ ‘exposure 
whenever possible. (_ j_ ,.. ^ 

YOUR P HARMACY: AVALUABLE 
. . . 

Beth Payes went to her local pharmacy tofill a tion. If he or she can’t answer them, you’ll be 

3 
l When can I expect 

a response? 

prescription. The pharmacist found that Beth was referred back to your doctor. 
_ _. _ _ __.. 3 What time of dav 

faking another medication that shouldn’t be 
taken with the ooze she was getting that day. He 
._.. 1. alertei2 her doctor WI ho changed the prescription 

to one fhaf could ie taken with . . the first medicine. 

Today’s bh&a& is more than just a pIace for 
you to fill yourprescriptions. It’s also a valuable 

health care resor%& thafiidt enough people 
take advantage of. Pharmacists have been taught 
about medications and they’re willing to share 
*eir ~l&;ci.g&p-+ _ \ I . . . ‘. I: “: 

.: :_ .s :-r-<:, _, ?z.~i:-,d .:_ . . ._ ._^,< .,, 
Most often, you won’t need,an appointment. 
How&hr, siiliieph;&;;sts &&&e &y-& 

ments to make sure you ‘get the time you need 
to get answers to your questions. 

If you don’t know, ask 
To start off getting the many benefits of your 
pharmacist’s expertise, don’t be afraid to ask 
questions! To the right are sample questions you 
can ask each time you fill a prescription for any 
new medication. 

If you think of some other questions about any 
medication you might be taking-including 
Pravachol-write them down. You can ask your 
pharmacist specific questions about your condi- 

Pharmacists can also offer other services, such as 
keeping a personal pharmacy profile. This is not 

a medical history, but a list of all your allergies, 
conditions, and disorders, in addition to any 
medications vou r&v be t&&This allows vour 

-. should I take tl&? ’ 

3 ** 
l Should I avoid 

” certa?n foods? i ” i phahicist pee Ghether the medi;ations that 
are prescribed by different doctors can be taken 
together safely. If you’re not sure if a profile has 

,i ‘. +-. ” : .’ 
..:r-< ;: : How will this react &th other 

7 
medications I am taking? 

.’ bedii stai-ted for iou, aik your phmaciit, . 1_ ., ,_. I( T:#1Ji .:-I / ‘, .j 
-, ., ., “.‘_. ‘.-:‘-:..<,‘L .“. ,.. ., * .;‘.&‘... ..Y _: ‘, ,._ a : ‘), 

Honesty is the be& pohcy 
“.:.,’ ;2&$r i ,p,.;‘.; ; _ r .; &,; 

3 
‘. * tie; 1;;%.& ph.&..ii asks you about yoti 

heiltL an2 Ghi{ m&&.&w..& && be 
3 

*. What about refills? 
_,- I. ..‘Z.... Y 

What will happeh &“I &&S i d&e? 
honest. Mention all medications you’re taking, l :. :i ., .) , 

even over-the-counter products, as these can be 
important in helping your pharmacist determine 
exactly how a prescription drug will affect you. 

You’ll find that taking just a little bit of time to 
discuss a treatment plan with your pharmacist 
and physician is not just a good idea- 
it’s good medicine. 

Dr. McKenny is Pro$~ssor oJPharrnacy, 
Medical College of Virginia, School ojPharmacy 



6 FORYOUR LOW-FAT RECIPE BOOK ;. 
i ._ : ” 

Here are two more easy and delicious recipes. Some simple ingredients have 
been replaced with low-fit substitutes to make them healthierfor you. Ty 
them out for yourself-we think you’ll enjoy them! 





(continued from page 1) 

Every label tells a story. 

Here’s what you’ll see on food label& 

0 Serving Size is useful when you’re plan- 

ning portions. Compare the serving size you 
eat and the serving size on the label. If you 

eat double the serving size, you must double 
the nutrient and calorie values. 

.,., 
@ Calories are clearly shown. A typical daily 
diet oft& consists of !Z,OOO calories for women 
and 2,500 calories for men. If you’re over- 

weight, try to cut back. 

@ Calories From Fat - 

are prominently fea- 
tured to help you 
limit them. For a 

healthy heart, choose 
foods where the num- 
ber of calories from fat 
is just a small portion of 

the total calories. 

@ Amounts of total fat, 
saturated fat, cholesterol, sodium, .‘&W 

total carbohydrate, dietary fiber, 
,&c$&~ 

: .3&3 

sugars and protein are all specified, 
,+&@ 
--w@ 

SO you know just how much you’re 
$@-. 
$3~ 

getting per serving. 
’ {,;;;g 

:,,Yj$@ .a “ii;* 
@ % DaiZy Values are listed for :.y 

each of the above nutrients. 
<i 

These show how much of the 
typical daily allowance is 

provided by a serving, 
based on 2,000 or 2,500 
calories. For fat, saturat- 

ed fat, cholesterol and 
sodium, choose foods 
with a low % Daily 
Value. For total car- 

bohydrates, dietary 
fiber, vitamins and 
minerals, your Daily 

Value goal is to reach 1 

100% of each. 7 

Look before 
you eat. 

Try to read labels closely and study 
the ingredient list. (Ingredients in the 

gg “““S 

largest quantity appear first.) The follow- 
‘-+g”g& 

,-!;i 

ing guidelines can help you make choices 
that are good for your health. 

reduce the saturated fat sources. 



How do you choose? 
You know that becoming more physically 

active is one of the most positive steps you Just about everything at a health club or 
can take as part of a plan to help your heart. gym is available in a home model: cross-country 
But if joining a gym doesn’t appeal to you skiing machines, stationary cycles, stair-climbing 
and the weather isn’t right for year-round machines, treadmills, rowing machines and even 
outdoor activities, maybe a piece of home weight machines. 
exercise equipment is the answer. One way to narrow the field is to focus on 

Rerrmzbq you should always be sure to what type of cardiovascular exercise attracts you., 
check with your doctorfirst before you embark Or you can go to several stores that spe&liz 

.,_ j I - / ,, 

on any nezo physical activity, in home exercise equipment and see what kin 

Consider a few of the advantages of of equipment appeals to you, 

“owning your own” exercise equipment: Ask questions. And most importantly, try 

l The equipment is right there so you don’t out different types of equipment. Dress appro 

have to go to another location. priately so you can really test things out. Before 
you purchase, you need to be sure. 

l Its presence is a reminder to be active. 
Sometimes a store has a rental plan that 

l You can wear whatever comfortable clothes 
allows you to lease a specific piece for a month 

you want (even your underwear). 
or so. If you like it, the rental is applied to the 

l It’s a one-time financial investment. purchase price of the equipment. 
l Other family members can use it, getting Get yourself 

into the exercise habit, too. equipped to exercise. 
l You can watch television or listen to music The idea is to find the equipment that will 

while you’re exercising. make you want to exercise. Remember, this is , 
l It’s in your home so you can exercise more not just a piece of furniture you’re buying. It’s 

than once a day if you wish. an investment in your health! 
il ,., ,‘, ,%-I- li. ‘C ‘,! ‘II 3;. ~ ,: : ~ ‘.- 2::<. ill . . . ,,,_ * <I ,.i 1’ -_I,. 

:...................... DEFUSING THE STRESS INY;)m LIFE : j v,,C... “>, _/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...**... _ 
. _ ;,., .a’ .’ i . 

In prehistoric times, stress served a life-saving function. 
_ 

Your mental health is important. And if it suffers, it can take a 
. 
: 

When the caveman was under attack, his body kicked out physical toll on you. To defuse the stress in your.life,‘try to make a’ : 

. stress hormones-natural body chemicals-that enabled few simple changes wherwer-yoa tan: “-L-’ = 1 ’ Y ‘1 ‘ye ‘:.“(I:, ’ , _ ” : 

. 

. him to run more swiftly. 
b! .; .,,,., I. ,,.“. r ._. ,, ..,.. b. ,.I,,-...” ,%. ,.~.~ ,... !. Create downtime in you&&dule Rind time when : 

. 

. Today, however, we find the body is more apt to kick out stress 

. you don’t have to answer to anyone, when you have-n:., : 

. hormones in response to mental stress. A screaming boss, a traffic ,,responsibilities. Do what you enjoy doing, &ch as garden- 
. 

l 
. 

. jam, too many commitments-these all produce stress. And that 
( i .‘&&~$y&,* A:.: :;,.+~,.~,‘.;‘-;,,. p,;;“‘; .:..~,,..~~r,,~r~~~- ‘.Y 

ing, reading or walking the dog. .r. __.,_ .y$++ ,, $+@&.J : 
. 
. can be a significant risk factor for heart attacks. 

, “--1. ,&- “..,. I- 1 _a,;. ,-. “., ,, ,_ L . ,.’ * ‘,, :r&*:;y-$?~yQ ~~-;;‘;‘.L*$ -. . 
c 

slow down. CpuId yo; le,;, for wo;ic~~~~e~~~~~~~~~~~? ; 

. 

. Situations that produce stress prompt the body to put out lots Perhaps your boss would let you come in 30 minutes earlier&d leave : 

. 

. of chemicals that cause your heart to beat faster and that give you 30 minutes earlier. 
. 

* 
that sinking feeling in the pit of your stomach. The constant stress- 

. 
l Manage stress. There’s not much you can do about an unreasonable, : 
. 
. induced release of the stressor hormones use up incredible amounts screaming boss. But you can choose to process the stressful situation 

. 

. 
. 
. of energy. differently. Learn yoga, deep breathing and other relaxation tech- . 

: 
. One common source of stress is having no “downtime.” niques to help release excess tension. 

. 
. 

. 
* If you’re like many Americans, you go from home to wo 

. 
. Stress can be dangerous. But with the appropriate steps, 

9 

. 
. volunteer activities to social commitments without time fo 

. 
. 
. 

you can manage to keep it under control. Try it today, just one P F : 

l your own pleasures. Such a hectic schedule is very step at a time. And in no time at all you can eliminate 
? 

l 

. 
e 

* stressful and doesn’t give you time to relax. many of the stressful situations in your life. 
,gPy 

. 
* -- 

. 
* 

. 
. ,. L ” -‘Z;; :“~“;~“~.~h~~ ~ .-.: 
..*~~...*.*..*....*...*....*...............................................*...b~~*~~~~~~~~... 





INS 

You’ve been working ha 
your cholesterol for over 
now. Some changes you h 
to make were easy to adopt, 
remembering to take Pravac 
daily. Other changes, such as 
in diet and exercise, may have 
required more motivation. By no 
your cholesterol should be at a 
healthy level (if not, be 

doctor about prescription treat 
So how do you keep motivate 

maintain your schedule of diet, 
exercise and Pravachol lo? 

KE 

Experts recognize four key sources of 
motivation you can draw on to help 
make your changes for a healthier 
heart successful over the long term. 
Let’s look at each. 



q ‘Talk to the. Yros 

Physicians, pharmacists, nurses, dietitians and 
nex 

_%_ ‘.’ ,$,,:..~.;,;#&? St& 
other health care professionals are equipped 6.. +d+@*~ ;. 

today to help you in many ways. They know 
.i ,: Iand vegetat: “(_, ,..‘. ~ ;._ 

that people like you, who are already involved 
Then, the nc 

in a cholesterol-lowering program and seek 
time you’re 

._ 
mtt arlditinnnl informal-inn 

loo’L IL.. 

& always recommended. 

While you’re there, 
pair of snea 

ask your health care., . 
new tennis 

provider for the most 
_ ” I’ having suclr 

up-to-date information 
the likelihoc 
L^^..L ..11l’kL 

/ 

I Spouses, Friends and Family 
5 

i Having the support of significant family 
your own personality contribute to your 

members and friends is always helpful in 
success. Keep two important things in mind 

any endeavor. For example, people who are 
about high cholesterol: 

i 
1 

successful at making dietary changes usually l The problem is not your fault, but 

/ report that they receive significant support 
l You have the power to change! 

I 
1 

from their spouse or partner. The most helpful 
support behaviors? Helpful spouses make Naturally, you did not ask to have high 

1 changes in food purchasing, preparation and 
cholesterol. But it is a condition where you 

i meal planning to include more low-fat foods 
and cooking methods.They also limit the 

availability of inappropriate foods. Besides 
cholesterol, its causes and 

. the benefits of treating 

i 
I 

.i 
i 

: 
: 
:, 
i 

. 
: 
; 

: 

: 
:- :,+ 
: a.$ 

.I 
: 
: 
: 

: 
: 

3.: 
.: 
.: 
., : 

: 
: 

: 
,: 
: 
: . . 

: 

: 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

: 

: 

: 
: 

: 
: 
: 

in yourself! People who believe 

exercise plans. They can be found on the Internet 
(in“news groups”and”chat rooms”), through 
vour local American Heart Association, or in 
J --- 

in themselves and their abilities 
accomplish more. Remember the childhood 
story about”The Little Engine That Could”? 

organized groups like Weight Watchers. You can make permanent changes toward a 
healthy lifestyle.You just have to believe. 

Healthy is as Healthy Does 

Want to make some healthy changes? One 
good way to get going is to place yourself in a 
healthier environment.You can accomplish this 
by surrounding yourself with lots of healthy 
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profiles. This means controlling as many 
of the risk factors that can lead to heart 

disease as possible. 

In addition to smoking, high blood 

pressure and elevated blood cholesterol 
levels, there are other controllable factors 
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Disass other risk factors you may have 
for heart disease 

It’s time to go back to your doctor to 
check your progress... 

After 8 weeks of taking Pravachol 20 

J Find out if you’ve reached a healthy 
cholesterol level 

- lfyou have, keep taking Pravachol 10 

- Ifyou haven’t, talk to your doctor about 
prescription treatment 
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Has the number of risk factors 
you have for heart disease changed? 

Developing any of these risk factors for 
heart disease means you are at greater 
risk from cholesterol damage: 

J New or increased smoking 

J Diabetes 

/ High blood pressure 

J A close relative has a heart attack 

J 

before age 60 

Man over age 44 OR Woman over 54. 

TaLk to your doctor about getting extra care if you 
develop any of these conditions or events, or if you 
develop heart disease. 

Keep up the good work on 
healthy chol.&eroZ: 

J Keep taking Pravachol 10 daily. It will 
keep your cholesterol at a healthy level. 

J Continue to stay on a low-fat diet. 

J Once a year, have your cholesterol checked 

J Pravachol 10 safety is backed by more 
patient-years of medical studies than any 
drug of its kind. 

If you’ve stopped taking Pravachol 10 for any reason, 
see your doctor about getting started again. 


